
LOG950, 951 og 953 Master Thesis in Logistics 

Grading guidelines 

Because of the corona virus situation, we will not have any oral defense this 

year. Furthermore, some students may have had difficulties with their data 

collection. If so, the students must have mentioned and justified this in their 

Preface to the thesis. We ask that you take this into consideration when you 

grade the thesis. 

Subject: LOG 950, 951 og 953 Masteroppgave 

Semester: Spring  

Prerequisites:  

LOG950:The student needs to have fulfilled at least 75 ECT in the 

previous semester in order to start up the master thesis including 

LOG950-100 Proposal and LOG950-101 Research design. In order to 

defend the master thesis; the student needs to have fulfilled 90 ECT.  

The subject for the thesis must be approved by Molde University 

College. 

LOG951: The student needs to have fulfilled 60 ECT. The subject for the 

thesis must be approved by Molde University College 

Exam: Written thesis, oral presentation and examination. 

The student can choose between writing a monography or to write an 

article-based thesis. The article-based thesis consists of two parts: An 

introduction and a research article. 

 

Approved literature: All sources. 
 

The thesis will be assessed according to the following elements: 

1 Learning outcome 

After completing the Master's thesis, the student should 

 Have knowledge regarding planning and accomplishment of a scientific work  

 Understand the importance of formulating precise research questions 

 Understand the role of theory in research 

 Choose the appropriate method for collecting relevant information and data 



 Knowledge about key principles for analysis and discussion of an empirical 

material 

 Have updated theoretical knowledge within the topic of the master's thesis 

 Be able to use theory to analyze key issues within the topic of the master's 

thesis 

 

These outcomes will be measured by using the following main criteria: 

 

a) Independence 

b) Structure, "red thread" 

c) Case description 

d) Theory 

e) Research problem and research questions, proposals, hypotheses 

f) Methodology 

g) Analysis, presentation of findings 

h) Documentation, transparency 

i) Consistency 

j) Professional challenge 

k) Originality 

 

2 Teaching 

The Master's thesis must be independent work under supervision. A minimum of 20 hours of 

guidance is provided, per thesis. 

3 Syllabus 

Relevant literature to the thesis's theme. The thesis must meet the requirements for literature 

references. See the guidelines on writing the Master's thesis. 

4 Assements 

An internal and external examiner assess the Master’s thesis. The thesis is presented and 
discussed in an oral final exam. The grade scale used to assess the master's thesis in given 
in paragraph 5 below.  The final grade results from an overall assessment of the written 
thesis and the oral examination. 

 

5 General assements 

To what degree the learning outcomes are met, is expressed through the grade the 
student receives. The scale is from A - E for passing, F is fail. 

Symbol Description General, qualitative description of valuation criteria 

A Excellent 
An excellent thesis, clearly outstanding. The candidate demonstrates 
excellent judgement and a high degree of independent thinking 



Symbol Description General, qualitative description of valuation criteria 

B Very good 
A very good thesis. The candidate demonstrates sound judgement 
and a very good degree of independent thinking 

C Good  

A good thesis in most areas. The candidate demonstrates a 
reasonable degree of judgement and independent thinking in the 
most important areas. 

D Satisfactory 
A satisfactory thesis, but with significant shortcomings. The candidate 
demonstrates a limited degree of judgement and independent thinking. 

E Sufficient 
 

A thesis that meets the minimum criteria, but no more. The 
candidate demonstrates a very limited degree of judgement and 
independent thinking. 

F Fail 
A thesis that does not meet the minimum academic criteria. The 
candidate demonstrates an absence of both judgement and 
independent thinking. 

 
Please see the Appendix for more information. 

 

6 Other information 

The student is responsible for keeping himself or herself informed and updated about 

the rights and obligations in connection with the exam at Molde University College. 

  



Appendix – Explanation of the grades 

 

Grade Level Description 

 

A 

 

Excellent 

 An outstanding thesis which clearly demonstrates a talent for research and/or originality, in a national perspective. 

 The candidate has very good insight into the scientific theory and methods in his/her field and has demonstrated scientific 

knowledge at a very high level. The objectives of the thesis are well defined and easy to understand. 

 The candidate is able to select and apply relevant scientific methods convincingly, has all the technical skills required for 

the work, can plan and conduct very advanced experiments or computations without help, and works very independently. 

 The thesis is considered very extensive and/or innovative. The analysis and discussion have an extremely good scientific 

foundation and justification, and are clearly linked to the topic that is addressed. The candidate demonstrates extremely 

good critical reflection and distinguishes clearly between his/her contributions and the contributions from others. 

 The form, structure and language in the thesis are at an extremely high level. 

 

B 

 

Very good 

 A very good thesis that is clearly and positively distinguishable. 

 The candidate has very good scientific knowledge and insight into the scientific theory and methods in his/her field. The 

objectives of the thesis are well defined and easy to understand. 

 The candidate is able to select and apply relevant scientific methods soundly, has almost all the technical skills required 

for the work, can plan and conduct advanced experiments or computations without help, and works very independently. 

 The thesis is considered extensive and/or innovative. The analysis and discussion have a very good scientific foundation 

and justification, and are clearly linked to the topic that is addressed. The candidate demonstrates very good critical 

reflection and distinguishes clearly between his/her contributions and the contributions from others. 

 The form, structure and language in the thesis are at a very high level. 

 



Grade Level Description 

 

C 

 

Good 

 A good thesis. 

 The candidate has good scientific knowledge and insight into the scientific theory and methods in his/her field. The 

objectives of the thesis are generally well defined, but may contain some inexact formulations. 

 The candidate uses the relevant scientific methods satisfactorily, has most of the technical skills required for the work, can 

plan and conduct quite advanced experiments or computations without help, and works independently. 

 The thesis is considered good with elements that are creative. The analysis and discussion have a good scientific 

foundation and justification, and are linked to the topic that is addressed. The candidate demonstrates good critical 

reflection and usually distinguishes clearly between his/her contributions and the contributions from others. 

 The form, structure and language in the thesis are at a good level. 

 

D 

 

Satisfactory 

 A satisfactory thesis. 

 The candidate has quite good scientific knowledge and insight into the scientific theory and methods in his/her field. The 

objectives of the thesis are defined, but may contain some inexact formulations. 

 The candidate is generally able to apply relevant scientific methods, has the main technical skills required for the work, 

and can plan and conduct experiments or computations without help. The candidate works independently to some extent, 

but needs quite close supervision to achieve satisfactory scientific progress. The candidate may have problems utilizing 

the research group’s expertise in his/her own work. 

 The thesis is considered satisfactory. The analysis and discussion have a satisfactory scientific foundation and 

justification, and are linked to the topic that is addressed, but there is room for improvement. The candidate demonstrates 

his/her ability for critical reflection, but has problems distinguishing clearly between his/her contributions and the 

contributions from others. 

 The form, structure and language in the thesis are at an acceptable level. 

 



 

Grade Level Description 

 

E 

 

Sufficient 

 A thesis that is acceptable and satisfies the minimum criteria. 

 The candidate has sufficient scientific knowledge and insight into the scientific theory and methods in his/her field. The 

objectives of the thesis are described, but are vague and imprecise. 

 The candidate is able to apply some relevant scientific methods, has a minimum of technical skills required for the work, 

and can plan and conduct simple experiments or computations without help. The candidate achieves limited scientific 

progress without close supervision, and has problems utilizing the research group’s expertise in his/her own work. 

 The thesis is considered limited and somewhat fragmented. The analysis and discussion have an adequate scientific 

foundation and justification, but ought to have had a better link to the topic that is discussed. The candidate demonstrates 

sufficient critical reflection, but may have problems distinguishing between his/her contributions and the contributions from 

others. 

 The thesis is mostly acceptable, but has definite shortcomings with respect to form, structure and language. 

 

F 

 

Fail 

 A thesis that does not satisfy the minimum requirements. 

 The candidate does not have sufficient scientific knowledge and insight into the scientific theory and methods in his/her 

field. The objectives of the thesis are not clearly defined or are lacking. 

 The candidate demonstrates a lack of competence in the use of scientific methods, does not have the required technical 

skills and independence for the work, and has scarcely utilized the research group’s expertise in his/her own work. 

 The thesis is considered very limited and fragmented. The analysis and discussion do not have an adequate scientific 

foundation and justification, and are loosely linked to the topic that is discussed. The candidate does not demonstrate 

sufficient critical reflection, and does not clearly distinguish between his/her contributions and the contributions from 

others. 

 The thesis has major shortcomings with respect to form, structure, and language. 



 


